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Lay out edging along bed design prior 
to spiking tabs. Leave a 1-inch gap 
between edging ends.
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Secure each edging piece 2-3 tabs 
from the cut ends. Do not spike the 
end tabs closest to the connector. 
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Slide the connector over the 1-inch 
gap and spike through the connector 
tab. Back�ll with groundcover.  
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A specially designed connector is included with your Vigoro No-Dig Edging purchase.
Use this connector to adjoin cut edging ends for a clean �nish to your landscape project. 

USING THE CONNECTOR

Preparation:
Soil must be level. Assure no debris is under the edging tabs. 
Compact soil can reduce spike movement and frost heave. 

To use with weed fabric, install according to product 
directions. Install edging over the fabric. Spikes will easily 
pierce fabric.

Allow the edging to relax in the sun prior to installation and 
pull tightly betwen anchoring points. Doing so can reduce 
undesirable waves in straight installations.  

Installation: 
Certain conditions and landscape designs will require 
additional spikes, which are sold separately in stores and 
online. 

Use a rubber mallet to pound spikes into the ground. Pound 
spikes only to the top of the edging tab. Too much tension on 
tabs can result in wavy edging.  

Cut edging at the midpoint between the anchoring tabs using 
hand snips or a �ne tooth saw.

Clear the installation area of loose 
soil and debris. Place edging on the 
cleared surface with anchoring tabs 
�at on the soil. 
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Always use proper safety precautions when cutting and spiking edging. 
Protective eyewear and gloves are recommended during installation. 

Pound anchoring spikes through tabs 
to secure the edging. Typical 
installations require one spike every 
2-3 feet.

2 Back�ll to the top of the edging with 
mulch, rock, or other ground cover. 
Assure tabs are completely covered  
by bedding material.
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

HELPFUL TIPS & INFORMATION


